NEVADA GIRLS STATE
ASSEMBLY JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 1
Memorializes the 2013 session of the Nevada legislature to enact legislation on the issue of
Nevada labor laws for prisoners.
WHEREAS; The purpose of a Committee of Criminal Justice is ultimately to increase the money
saved in Nevada by enacting labor laws for prisoners, as well as to promote the welfare of the
environment, and to increase the amount of help with civil issues of the citizens; and
WHEREAS; Criminals have negatively impacted the community, so they should give back by
positively improving the state of the community; and
WHEREAS; Criminals live free off of the taxes paid by innocent, hard working, citizens; and
WHEREAS; Punishment should be set into motion that will promote a positive change in the
community; and
WHEREAS; When prisoners are able to, by specific areas of Nevada, go into deteriorating
locations and help in ways they need; and
WHEREAS; When prisoners are able to go into Gardnerville and build houses for the homeless
with dire need; and
WHEREAS; When prisoners are able to go into Laughlin and help garden for the farmers they
will advance the environmental culture of farmland; and
WHEREAS; When prisoners are able to go into Las Vegas and pick up trash on the highways,
streets, and parks, it would enable the overall welfare of the environment to be upgraded;
WHEREAS; If prisoners were able to go into these specific areas of Nevada, the overall welfare
of cities such as Gardnerville, Laughlin, and Las Vegas would spark a rise in the promotion of
the environment;
WHEREAS; This labor law would firsthand promote good in the community by giving prisoners
an outlet for such frustrations instead of enabling more fights;
WHEREAS; Criminals in public areas wouldn’t negatively affect the safety of the community
because the prisons should take the prisoners in small groups that have a good guard to prisoner
ratio;
WHEREAS; By taking guards out of the prisons, more guards would be needing to watch over
the rest of the prisoners therefore creating more jobs for the public;

WHEREAS; By guards taking prisoners out of the prisons, it gives the prisoners an outlet for
their physical, mental, and emotional frustrations, thereby decreasing the amount of violence in
prisons;
WHEREAS; By giving the prisoners an outlet, and a chance to help the world we are therefore
helping in the development of their moral state, and therefore decreasing the number of
reoccurring prisoners in prison;
WHEREAS; By allowing the prisoners to participate in recreational games, eat plates of food,
and have freedom in the courtyards, they’re not getting the punishment that they deserve;
WHEREAS; Prisoners should give back to the very same community they once negatively
affected and tried to destroy; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED BY THE GIRLS STATE OF NEVADA, assembled in Carson City on July 6, 2012,
that the 2013 Session of the Nevada legislature is hereby memorialized to enact legislation to set
into motion labor laws for prisoners.

